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Article Body:
Desiring to have fun is natural, normal and an a sound approach to a healthy state of being. Y
Old patterning may have taught us that having fun is acceptable in its proper place and time.
Here are a some simple actions that will generate FUN in your life:
- Share Yourself with Others! Start with a SMILE. It works.

Smile at a person you pass on the street, smile and wave at a neighbor; smile and greet your p
- Nurture Yourself. MAKE some time each day for a ˆmind˜ Vacation.

When we were kids fun was scheduled into our school schedule. ˆRecess˜ was a time to play game
- Pat Yourself on the Back, Often.
Celebrate all the successes in your life. Many times we get hung up on that obvious situation
- Un burden Yourself

Start to clear away the old dead parts of your life. Return a call, get rid of all the clothes
- Let the Outside, In

As children we were taught to protect ourselves, to beware. Now is the time to drop our imagin
- Veto Debt, Take on Agreements
Throw out any words in your vocabulary that don´t have a pleasant tone. For example; for some
- Be That

Think about what you enjoy the most about other people. For example, is it because they have a
- Give Away all your ˆShoulds and Have Tos˜

Lets face it, not one of us has to do anything. We all make choices. So stand tall, take a ˆI´
- What´s Fun?

Take some time to ponder what ˆfun˜ is for you, then take action steps to participate ˆjust fo
- Watch a Child

We forgot how to have fun. So an easy and FUN way to help us remember is to watch a child . F
- Allow Time for Surprises
Every now and then do something nice for someone totally unexpected. Call someone up and tell
- Throw this Away!

This article is a tool to assist. Use the parts that work, and throw the rest away. There is o
Mary Kay Buttery, 2005
Youth is a wonderful thing. What a crime to waste it on children.
George Bernard Shaw
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